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Abstract
Cooperative spectrum sensing has been shown to yield a significant performance improvement in cognitive
radio networks. In this paper, we consider distributed cooperative sensing (DCS) in which secondary users (SUs)
exchange data with one another instead of reporting to a common fusion center. In most existing DCS algorithms,
the SUs are grouped into disjoint cooperative groups or coalitions, and within each coalition the local sensing data
is exchanged. However, these schemes do not account for the possibility that an SU can be involved in multiple
cooperative coalitions thus forming overlapping coalitions. Here, we address this problem using novel techniques
from a class of cooperative games, known as overlapping coalition formation games, and based on the game
model, we propose a distributed DCS algorithm in which the SUs self-organize into a desirable network structure
with overlapping coalitions. Simulation results show that the proposed overlapping algorithm yields significant
performance improvements, decreasing the total error probability up to 25% in the Qm+Qf criterion, the missed
detection probability up to 20% in the Qm/Qf criterion, the overhead up to 80%, and the total report number up
to 10%, compared with the state-of-the-art non-overlapping algorithm.
Index Terms
Cognitive radio, cooperative spectrum sensing, cooperative games.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cognitive radio (CR) has been proposed to increase spectrum efficiency, in which unlicensed, secondary
users (SUs), can sense the environment and change their parameters to access the spectrum of licensed,
primary users (PUs), while maintaining the interference to the PUs below a tolerable threshold [1]. In order
to exploit the spectrum holes, the SUs must be able to smartly sense the spectrum so as to decide which
portion can be exploited [2]. Depending on the features of different signals, different spectrum sensing
detectors have been designed, such as energy detectors, waveform-based detectors, and matched-filtering
detectors [3]. However, the performance of these detectors is highly susceptible to the noise, small-
scale fading, and shadowing over wireless channels. To overcome this problem, cooperative spectrum
2sensing (CSS) was proposed, in which the SUs utilize the natural space diversity by sharing sensing
results among each other and making collaborative decision on the detection of PUs [4]–[15], [17]–[24].
These existing works have shown that CSS can significantly improve the sensing accuracy, in comparison
with the conventional, noncooperative case which relies solely on local detectors.
According to [16], the CSS schemes can be classified into three categories based on how the sensing
data is shared in the network: centralized [4]–[8], relay-assisted [9], [10], and distributed [11]–[15]. In
centralized CSS, a common fusion center (FC) collects sensing data from all the SUs in the network via a
reporting channel, then combines the received local sensing data to determine the presence or absence of
PUs, and at last diffuses the decision back to the SUs. In relay-assisted CSS, there is also a common FC,
but the local sensing data, instead of being transmitted directly to the FC, is relayed by the SUs so as to
reduce transmission errors. Unlike the centralized or relay-assisted CSS, distributed cooperative sensing
(DCS) does not rely on an FC for making the cooperative decision. In this case, each SU simultaneously
sends and receives sensing data via the reporting channel, and then combines the received data using a
local fusion rule. Therefore, the SUs in DCS can make individual decisions on whether to access the
spectrum, and thus, can adapt to the situation in which the SUs belong to different authorities or operators
and distributed decisions must be made. Hereinafter, we focus on DCS.
In [11], the authors propose a coalition-based DCS, in which the SUs self-organize into disjoint
coalitions, and apply centralized CSS inside each coalition. The coalition formation process is based
on a coalition formation game (CF-game) with nontransferable utility [28], [29], which jointly considers
the associated benefit and cost for forming coalitions. This coalition-based DCS, in which the signaling
overhead is shared by the coalition heads that are much closer to the SUs, can largely decrease the
bandwidth requirement for reporting local sensing results. Other approaches that studied DCS are found
in [12]–[15]. However, in [11]–[15], the network structure is restricted to disjoint, non-overlapping
coalitions, which implies that the local sensing results of an SU can only be shared within a single
coalition, although, for the coalition-edge SUs, their local sensing results can be efficiently transmitted
to the nearby coalitions for further improving the cooperative sensing performance. Hence, this disjoint
coalitional structure of SUs may limit the gains from DCS and, thus, to reap the gains of DCS, information
sharing among multiple coalition should be considered.
Traditionally, the SUs are assumed to share the same occupancy of PUs, i.e., whether the PU is present
for all SUs or it is absent for all SUs. However, in practical systems, due to location and time diversities,
the SUs may experience different spectrum occupancies. Some recent studies have noticed this problem
and algorithms for spectrum-heterogeneous cognitive radio systems have been proposed [17]–[20]. Besides
the diversity of SUs, other issues that greatly influence the sensing performance of SUs have also been
3studied, e.g., the spatial correlation between SUs [21], [22], the mobility of PUs [23], the non-idealness
of the report channel [24]. Although, these new features are not considered in this paper, we show that
our model and analysis can be extended to involve such concerns by redefining the utility function.
The main contribution of this paper is to develop a novel DCS approach in which SUs can share their
sensing information with a multitude of coalitions. In particular, we consider two criteria to evaluate the
sensing performance, and for each criterion, we formulate the general DCS problem as an optimization
with strict power and bandwidth constraints. In order to solve the DCS problem distributively, we introduce
a new overlapping coalition formation (OCF) approach, which significantly differs from the existing non-
overlapping DCS such as in [11] as it allows each SU to cooperate with multiple, overlapping coalitions
by allocating each coalition a portion of its local power and bandwidth resources. In particular, we
introduce overlapping coalition formation games [30], to model the DCS problem, and we propose
a distributed algorithm that is shown to converge to a stable coalitional structure with overlapping
coalitions. Simulation results show that the proposed overlapping algorithm yields significant performance
improvements compared with the state-of-the-art non-overlapping algorithm for all network scenarios
while also reducing the required overhead and system complexity.
The idea of using OCF-games to solve DCS problems is first introduced in our previous work [25].
In this paper, we consider a more practical system in which the power and bandwidth of each SU is
limited, and we derive the OCF-game model directly from the formulated optimization problem, which
guarantees that the coalition utility precisely represents the sensing performance of an SU. This funda-
mental difference makes the OCF-game model here more reasonable, and the corresponding algorithms
and convergence analysis completely different from [25]. In addition, we provide a separate section to
discuss how some practical issues may effect our proposal and show how we can extend our model to
involve such considerations, and extensive simulations are provided in various conditions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the system model of generalized
DCS with power and bandwidth constraints. In Section III, the mathematical formulation of DCS is
presented under two different criteria. In Sections IV and V, we remodel the DCS problem via the
OCF-game and CF-game, and propose two corresponding algorithms that converge to overlapping and
non-overlapping coalitional structures, respectively. In Section VI, we consider some practical concerns.
Simulation results of different algorithms under different criteria and constraints are compared and
analyzed in Section VII. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section VIII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a cognitive radio network with N SUs equipped with energy detectors [6], the set of which is
denoted by N = {1, 2, . . . , N}, and a single PU far away from from them [6], [7]. The distance between
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SU 1
Primary user
SU 2
SU 3
Sensing channel
Reporting 
channel
P1, P3 -> Q1
P2, P1 -> Q2
P3, P2 -> Q3
               Observations: yi
            Local decisions: pi
Cooperative decisions: Qi
Fig. 1. Illustration of distributed cooperative sensing in a cognitive radio network with 3 SUs.
SU i and SU j is denoted by di,j . The distance between the PU and any SU is denoted by D, and we have
D ≫ di,j for any SU i and j. In this network, the SUs individually and locally decide on the presence
or absence of the PU via their own local information. We assume that the SUs can cooperate with one
another by exchanging their sensing data via a reporting channel, and the overall DCS phase consists of
three successive periods: the local sensing period, the data reporting period and the data fusion period.
In the local sensing period, each SU locally detects the presence of the PU on the sensing channel. In
the data reporting period, each SU sends its own sensing data to other SUs via the reporting channel
with power and bandwidth constraints. In the data fusion period, each SU combines its local sensing
data with the received sensing data and decides whether or not the PU is present. Once the DCS phase
is completed, each SU locally decides whether to access the spectrum based on its decision of the PU’
state as well as the particular distributed protocol used at the MAC layer, such as the distributed MAC
protocols in [26], [27]. Fig. 1 illustrates the DCS process described above in a CR network with 3 SUs.
A. Local Sensing
We denote by H1 and H0 the hypotheses of the presence and absence of the PU, respectively. The
sampled signal at SU i ∈ N is given by:
yi(n) =


hi(n)s(n) + ui(n), H1,
ui(n), H0,
(1)
where hi(n) denotes the channel between the PU and SU i, s(n) denotes the signal from the PU and
ui(n) denotes the noise at SU i. In accordance with [6], we assume s(n) is an independent identically
distributed (i.i.d.) random process with zero mean and variance σ2s , ui(n) is i.i.d. Gaussian with zero
mean and variance σ2u, |hi(n)| is Rayleigh distributed. Since the distances between any SUs are negligible
5compared with the distance from the PU to any SU, |hi(n)|, i ∈ N are assumed to have the same variance
σ2h = κD
−µ
, where κ and µ are path loss parameters. For any SU i ∈ N , the energy detector’s probabilities
of missed detection and false alarm are, respectively, given by [6]:
Pm,i(λi) = 1−Q
((
λi
1 + γ
− 1
)√
Ns
)
, (2)
Pf,i(λi) = Q
(
(λi − 1)
√
Ns
)
, (3)
where Q(·) denotes the right-tail probability of a normalized Gaussian distribution, γ = σ2hσ2s/σ2u is the
average received SNR at each SU, λiσ2u is the threshold of the energy detector at SU i, and Ns is the
product of the sensing time and sampling frequency. We assume γ and Ns are constant parameters.
B. Data Reporting
In order to reduce the bandwidth for reporting, the local sensing data is quantized to 1 bit (hard
decisions) in [5]. In addition, we assume that each SU has limited transmit power PSU and time-frequency
resource θSU during the data reporting period. For the reporting between any two SUs, the minimum
average received SNR is assumed to be γ0 and the minimum time-frequency resource for transmitting 1
bit is assumed to be θ0. Therefore, the power and bandwidth constraints for any SU i ∈ N are given by:∑
j∈Si
γ0σ
2
u
κd−µi,j
≤ PSU , (4)
|Si|θ0 ≤ θSU , (5)
where Si is the “report-to” set of SU i consisting of the SUs that SU i reports to.
C. Data Fusion
After every SU sends the sensing data to its designated receivers, each SU combines all the received
sensing data (including its local sensing data) using a local fusion rule. Suppose that the ki-out-of-all
fusion rule is adopted by SU i [6], [7], i.e., SU i decides the presence of the PU if at least ki reports
declare that the PU is detected, and vice versa. Consequently, SU i’s probabilities of missed detection
and false alarm are, respectively, given by:
Qm,i(ki) =
∑
|R1i |<ki

∏
j∈R1i
(1− Pm,j)
∏
j∈R0i
Pm,j

, (6)
Qf,i(ki) =
∑
|R1i |≥ki

∏
j∈R1i
Pf,j
∏
j∈R0i
(1− Pf,j)

, (7)
where R1i ∪R0i = Ri is the “report-from” set of SU i which consists of SU i it as well as the SUs that
report to SU i, and R1i ,R0i denote the set of SUs whose reports declare the presence and absence of the
PU, respectively. Note that ki is an integer between 1 and |Ri|.
6III. DCS AS AN OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
From the system model in Section II, we can see that the DCS process is determined by local parameters
as well as by the reporting structure of the network, i.e., the local sensing thresholds λi, i ∈ N , the local
fusion rules ki, i ∈ N , and the report-to sets Si, i ∈ N , or equally, the report-from sets Ri, i ∈ N .
We consider a 1 × N vector Λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λN) as the local threshold vector, a 1 × N vector K =
(k1, k2, . . . , kN) as the fusion rule vector, and an N × N binary matrix Ω = {ωi,j}, ωi,j = {0, 1} as the
reporting matrix where ωi,j = 1 implies that SU i’s report is received by SU j. Note that the “report-to”
sets Si, i ∈ N and the “report-from” sets Ri, i ∈ N are given by the rows and columns of Ω, respectively.
To evaluate the performance of DCS, we consider two criteria that are commonly used in the literature,
the Qm +Qf criterion [7] and Qm/Qf criterion [11].
A. Qm +Qf Criterion
In the Qm+Qf criterion, we consider the probability that the cooperative sensing decision is incorrect,
which is referred to as the “total error rate” in [7]. Strictly speaking, the total error rate of an SU i ∈ N
is given by P1Qm,i + (1 − P1)Qf,i, where P1 is the probability that the PU is present. For conciseness,
we assume P1 = 0.5, and thus, the total error rate is given by (Qm,i + Qf,i)/2. Moreover, we consider
the average sensing performance of all SUs in the network, i.e., (1/2N)
∑
i∈N (Qm,i+Qf,i). By omitting
the factor 1/2N from the objective function, we have the DCS problem is formulated as:
min
Λ,K,Ω
∑
i∈N
(Qm,i +Qf,i), (8a)
s.t.
∑
j 6=i
ωi,j=1
γ0σ
2
u
κd−µi,j
≤ PSU , i = 1, 2, . . . , N, (8b)
∑
j 6=i
ωi,j=1
θ0 ≤ θSU , i = 1, 2, . . . , N, (8c)
where Qm,i and Qf,i are given by (6) and (7), respectively. We note that our model and analysis can be
extended to the more general setting with any P1, in a straightforward manner, and our results still hold.
Problem (8) is a mixed integer nonlinear programming problem that is known to be intractable in the
general case [31]. Moreover, due to the lack of a fusion or control center in the considered network, any
possible centralized algorithm that gives an optimal solution will not be applicable for the DCS process.
Therefore, we consider suboptimal solutions with distributed algorithms. Note that the constraints (8b)
and (8c) are only related to Ω; we consider a suboptimal solution with two separate steps:
a) Find a feasible reporting matrix Ω that satisfies the constraints in (8b) and (8c).
7b) Compute the optimal Λ and K for the objective function (8a) with Ω given in step a.
To simplify the problem, we assume that the AND rule is adopted by all SUs, i.e., ki = |Ri|, i ∈ N ,
and thus, step b is reduced to the computation of the optimal Λ for the objective function with the given
Ω and K = (|R1|, |R2|, . . . , |RN |) where |Ri| =
∑
j∈N ωj,i, i ∈ N . By substituting Ω,K and (2), (3)
into (6), (7), and further substituting (6) and (7) into (8a), step b is formally written as:
min
Λ
∑
i∈N

1− ∏
j∈N
ωj,i=1
Q
((
λj
1 + γ
− 1
)√
Ns
)
+
∏
j∈N
ωj,i=1
Q
(
(λj − 1)
√
Ns
). (9)
B. Qm/Qf Criterion
In the Qm/Qf criterion, the network sensing performance is evaluated via the average value of one
error probability while the other probability is maintained below a certain threshold α. In this paper, we
consider the average value of the missed detection probability while the false alarm probabilities are such
that Qf,i ≤ α, i ∈ N . This criterion indicates the interference to the PU while we guarantee a usability
rate of the spectrum holes. Mathematically, the DCS problem is formulated as:
min
Λ,K,Ω
∑
i∈N
Qm,i, (10a)
s.t.
∑
j 6=i
ωi,j=1
γ0σ
2
u
κd−µi,j
≤ PSU , i = 1, 2, . . . , N, (10b)
∑
j 6=i
ωi,j=1
θ0 ≤ θSU , i = 1, 2, . . . , N, (10c)
Qf,i ≤ α, i = 1, 2, . . . , N, (10d)
where Qm,i and Qf,i are given by (6) and (7), respectively.
Problem (10) is also a mixed integer nonlinear programming problem. For similar reasons as in the
Qm +Qf criterion, we consider a suboptimal solution with two separate steps:
a) Find a feasible reporting matrix Ω that satisfies the constraints in in (10b) and (10c).
b) Compute the optimal Λ, K for (10a) with Ω given in step a and the constrains in (10d).
Note that step a is exactly the same as in the Qm+Qf criterion. For step b, we also assume the AND
rule is adopted by all SUs and , thus, it reduces to:
min
Λ
∑
i∈N

1− ∏
j∈N
ωj,i=1
Q
((
λj
1 + γ
− 1
)√
Ns
) (11a)
s.t.
∏
j∈N
ωj,i=1
Q
(
(λj − 1)
√
Ns
)
≤ α, i = 1, 2, . . . , N. (11b)
8IV. DCS BASED ON OVERLAPPING COALITION FORMATION GAMES
In the previous section, the DCS problem is divided into two separate subproblems. The first subproblem
aims to find a feasible reporting matrix Ω. The second subproblem aims at computing the optimal sensing
threshold vector Λ with the given Ω. In this section, we consider the DCS problem as an OCF-game, in
which the first subproblem is strictly modeled as the local resource limitation, and the second subproblem
is captured by an adequately designed utility function for each coalition of SUs. Based on the proposed
OCF-game model, we propose a distributed coalition formation algorithm that allows to form overlapping
coalitions, and a threshold decision algorithm that locally decides the sensing threshold of each SU. Note
that the DCS problems in both the Qm+Qf and Qm/Qf criteria are uniformly modeled by the OCF-game.
The proposed algorithms apply to both criteria.
A. OCF-game Model
In essence, coalitional games involve a set of players who seek to form cooperative groups, i.e.,
coalitions, to strengthen their positions in a given game scenario [28]. In particular, in an OCF-game [30],
the players can join multiple coalitions by contributing parts of their limited resources to different
coalitions. Each coalition constitutes a group of players who are working together and whose utility
is captured by both a coalition-level value and an individual user payoff. In a coalition formation game,
each player individually decides which coalitions it wishes to join, so as to maximize its total payoff
with the limited resources. Note that the coalitions can, in general, be overlapping, such that a player can
participate in multiple coalitions simultaneously.
For the DCS problem, the players are the SUs N = {1, 2, . . . , N} with power resource PSU and
bandwidth resource θSU . Here, a coalition Ri ⊆ N denotes a cooperative group of SUs in which the
coalition members report their sensing results to a given SU i ∈ N , i ∈ Ri. The power and bandwidth
resources contributed by player j 6= i, j ∈ Ri to coalition Ri are (γ0σ2u)/(κd−µi,j ) and θ0, respectively. Also,
player i ∈ N naturally belongs to coalition Ri without contributing any power or bandwidth resource.
Note that coalitions Ri and Rj , j 6= i can be exactly the same when SUs i and j receive the sensing
results from the same SUs. However, we still treat them as two different coalitions and differentiate them
with different subscripts, because:
(1) Coalitions Ri and Rj represent the received sensing results at different SUs, i.e., SU i and SU j.
(2) For any SU k belonging to both coalitions, coalitions Ri and Rj require different power resource
contributions, i.e., (γ0σ2u)/(κd
−µ
i,k ) and (γ0σ2u)/(κd
−µ
j,k ).
For all N SUs in the network, there are exactly N coalitions that correspond to them. For the completeness
of the game model, we define a coalitional structure as the set of all coalitions, denoted by CS =
9{R1,R2, . . . ,RN}. Note that CS is just another expression of the reporting matrix Ω.
To capture the performance of a given coalition Ri, we propose a utility function that captures the
best sensing performance of SU i, given by:
U(Ri) =


2− min
Λ(Ri)
(Qm,i +Qf,i), Qm +Qf criterion,
1− min
Λ(Ri),Qf,i≤α
Qm,i, Qm/Qf criterion,
(12)
where Qm,i and Qf,i are given by (6) and (7) with ki = |Ri|, and Λ(Ri) is the local sensing threshold
vector for the players in Ri. Note that we use “2−” and “1−” to maintain the utility to be positive, since
all the probabilities Qm,i and Qf,i are between 0 and 1. Due to the symmetry of U(Ri) to the members in
Ri, we point out that the optimal value is obtained when all the coalition members have the same local
sensing threshold, i.e., Λ(Ri) = (λ, λ, . . . , λ)1×|Ri|. For the Qm + Qf criterion, the optimal threshold
λa(|Ri|) and the value of (12) fa(|Ri|) are given in Appendix A. For the Qm/Qf criterion, the optimal
threshold λb(|Ri|) and the value of (12) fb(|Ri|) are given in Appendix B. Then, we have
Λ(Ri) =


(λa(|Ri|), λa(|Ri|), . . . , λa(|Ri|))1×|Ri|, Qm +Qf criterion,
(λb(|Ri|), λb(|Ri|), . . . , λb(|Ri|))1×|Ri|, Qm/Qf criterion,
(13)
and
U(Ri) = U(|Ri|) =


fa(|Ri|), Qm +Qf criterion,
fb(|Ri|), Qm/Qf criterion.
(14)
Note that U(Ri) is only determined by the coalition size, and its value is limited and discrete. The
numerical results in Fig. 2 show that U(|Ri|) is an increasing concave function in both criteria, i.e.,
U(|Ri|) > U(|Rj |), with |Ri| > |Rj |, (15)
and
U(|Ri|)− U(|Ri| − 1) < U(|Rj |)− U(|Rj | − 1), with |Ri| > |Rj |. (16)
The utility function (12) captures the sensing performance of SU i when all members in Ri report
to SU i by using the corresponding power and bandwidth resources. The network sensing performance,
which is the average value of the SUs’ sensing performance, therefore, is captured by the social welfare,
defined as the sum utility of all the coalitions, given by:
Υ(CS) =
∑
Ri∈CS
U(Ri). (17)
Considering the monotone-increasing property of U(·), as given by (15), we can expect a larger social
welfare, or equally, a better network sensing performance, as the average coalition size increases. However,
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Fig. 2. Coalition utility as a function of coalition size for both the Qm +Qf and Qm/Qf criteria.
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Fig. 3. Coalition payoff as a function of coalition size for both the Qm +Qf and Qm/Qf criteria.
the power cost for a SU joining a coalition increases with the distance between the SU and the coalition.
Thus, due to the limited power of each SU, the grand coalition that includes all SUs seldom forms.
For any player j 6= i, j ∈ Ri, the payoff from coalition Ri is defined by the marginal utility due to
player j’s joining, given by:
φj(Ri) = U(Ri)− U(Ri \ {j}) = U(|Ri|)− U(|Ri| − 1), (18)
the payoff of player i is the remaining utility after coalition Ri pays all the other members, i.e.,
φi(Ri) = U(|Ri|)− (|Ri| − 1) [U(|Ri|)− U(|Ri| − 1)] . (19)
Due to the monotone-increasing property and the concavity of the utility function, as given by (15) and
(16), all the payoffs are positive, and only determined by the coalition size |Ri|. The numerical results
in Fig. 3 show that φj(|Ri|), j 6= i is a decreasing convex function in both criteria, i.e.,
φj(|Rx|) < φj(|Ry|), with |Rx| > |Ry|, (20)
and
φj(|Rx| − 1)− φj(|Rx|) < φj(|Ry| − 1)− φj(|Ry|), with |Rx| > |Ry|. (21)
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For any given coalitional structure CS , the total payoff of player i ∈ N is then given by:
Φi(CS) =
∑
i∈Rj ,Rj∈CS
φi(Rj). (22)
Note that Φi(CS) is only determined by the sizes of the coalitions that player i participates in and the
total payoff of all players is equal to the social welfare.
Definition 1: The proposed OCF-game is defined by the pair (N , U), where N is the set of players,
and U : 2N → R, given by (14), is the utility function. For any given coalitional structure CS , the
individual payoff of SU i ∈ N is Φi(CS), given by (22).
In the proposed OCF-game model, the first step of the suboptimal solution is strictly captured by the
local resource limitations, and the second steps (9) and (11) are captured by the utility function (12).
Therefore, the centralized optimization problems (8) and (10) can be cast as the proposed OCF-game
where the players choose their strategies in a distributed manner so as to maximize their own payoffs. As
the individual payoffs increase, the social welfare also increases, and, in this case, the objective functions
in (8) and (10) approach closer to their optimal values.
B. Algorithm based on Overlapping Coalition Formation
We propose a DCS algorithm that consists of three stages: (1) the neighbor discovery (ND) stage,
(2) the coalition formation (CF) stage, and (3) the threshold decision (TD) stage. In the ND stage,
each SU discovers nearby SUs as well as the distance to each of its neighbors. In the CF stage, the SUs
communicate with each other via the control channel (reporting channel) and decide which SUs to report,
or equally, which coalitions to join. In the TD stage, each SU decides its local sensing threshold using a
local method. After the completeness of all the three stages, the SUs can perform DCS as described in
the system model, with the reporting matrix and the local sensing thresholds given by the DCS algorithm.
The proposed DCS algorithm based on overlapping coalition formation is shown in Table I.
In the ND stage, a number of existing ND algorithms can be applied over the control channel [32],
[33]. We assume the neighbors within distance µ
√
(κPSU)/(γ0σ2u) are discovered, so that the received
power at any SU is above κ0 when its neighbor transmits at full power PSU . The set of SU i’s neighbors
is denoted by Ni. Note that the concept of neighbor is reciprocal. The distance di,j between any two
neighboring SU i and SU j is known by both ends.
In the CF stage, we propose a coalition formation algorithm based on the proposed OCF-game model.
First, each SU initializes its state by joining as many coalitions as possible, i.e., each SU joins coalitions
from the nearest to the farthest as long as its resource is sufficient. Formally, for SU i ∈ N with neighbors
n1, n2, . . . , nL, L = |Ni|, we assume di,nj ≤ di,nj+1, ∀1 ≤ j < L. Then, SU i sequentially joins coalitions
12
Rn1 ,Rn2 , . . . ,Rnl until the remaining power or bandwidth resource is insufficient for the next coalition
Rnl+1 , or it already joins all the nearby coalitions (l = L). Note that SU i naturally belongs to coalition
Ri in all cases without contributing any power or bandwidth resource.
After the initialization, the SUs iteratively adjust their report-to sets Si, i ∈ N in a random order, so as
to maximize their individual total payoff. Given the current coalitional structure CS = {R1,R2, . . . ,RN},
the best strategy of SU i is formulated as:
max
Si⊆Ni
∑
j∈Si
φi(Rj ∪ {i}), (23a)
s.t.
∑
j∈Si
γ0σ
2
u
κd−µi,j
≤ PSU , (23b)
|Si|θ0 ≤ θSU . (23c)
Problem (23) is a knapsack problem with an extra constraint on the number of objects, which in most
general cases is NP-complete [31]. Here, we propose a “switch” operation for SUs to adjust their report-
to sets, after which the total payoff of the considered SU is guaranteed to increase. The main idea of
switch operation is to leave one low-paying coalition and join another high-paying coalition, as long as
the remaining power can cover the possible extra consumption. The convergence of switch operations is
proved in the next subsection.
Definition 2: Given the coalitional structure CS = {R1,R2, . . . ,RN}, a switch operation of player
i ∈ N with remaining power Pi is defined by a pair (Rx,Ry) that satisfies:
γ0σ
2
u
κd−µi,y
− γ0σ
2
u
κd−µi,x
≤ Pi, (24)
and
φi(Ry ∪ {i}) > φi(Rx), (25)
where x, y ∈ Ni and i ∈ Rx, i /∈ Ry. For any SU i ∈ N , a switch operation (Rx,Ry) implies that SU i
leaves coalition Rx and joins coalition Ry.
In the TD stage, each coalition Ri seeks to find the optimal threshold vector Λ(Ri) in (13), so as to
achieve the coalition utility as defined in (12). However, an SU may belong to multiple coalitions and
the optimal threshold of one coalition is not necessarily the optimal threshold of the other coalitions.
Therefore, we need a threshold decision algorithm for each SU to determine its practical sensing threshold.
Generally speaking, this local threshold should be a function of the optimal thresholds λ(Rj) for all Rj
including i. In the Qm/Qf criterion, in order to guarantee the false alarm probability, the SU should
choose the maximum value of all the expected thresholds, i.e., maxj|i∈Rj λb(|Rj|). In the Qm + Qf
criterion, there are no constraints for false alarm or missed detection probabilities. Considering that each
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TABLE I
DCS ALGORITHM BASED ON OVERLAPPING COALITION FORMATION
Neighbor Discovery Stage
Each SU i ∈ N discovers the SUs within distance µ
√
(κPSU )/(γ0σ2u), the set of which is denoted by Ni, and also
the distance di,j for any neighbor j ∈ Ni.
Coalition Formation Stage
Each SU joins as many coalitions as possible by informing the corresponding SUs about its joning and the initial
coalitional structure is given by CS0.
1: CS ← CS0 % initial coalitional structure
2: while SU i has a switch operation (Rx,Ry) as defined in Definition 2 do
3: SU i informs SU x that it leaves coalition Rx.
4: SU x informs SUs j 6= x, j ∈ Rx\{i} that SU i leaves coalition Rx.
5: The corresponding SUs update their information about coalition Rx ← Rx\{i}.
6: SU i informs SU y that it joins coalition Ry .
7: SU y informs SUs j 6= y, j ∈ Ry that SU i joins coalition Ry .
8: The corresponding SUs update their information about coalition Ry ←Ry ∪ {i}.
9: end while
10: CSf ← CS % final coalitional structure
Threshold Decision Stage
For each SU i ∈ N , the local sensing threshold λi is given by (26) with the current coalitional structure CSf .
coalition represents the sensing performance of an SU, for fairness, the SU should choose the average
value of all the expected thresholds, i.e., [
∑
j|i∈Rj
λa(|Rj|)][
∑
j|i∈Rj
1]−1, where [
∑
j|i∈Rj
1] is the number
of coalitions that SU i joins. Thus, for any final coalitional structure CSf = {R1,R2, . . . ,RN}, the local
sensing threshold of SU i ∈ N is formally given by:
λi =


[ ∑
j|i∈Rj
λa(|Rj |)
][ ∑
j|i∈Rj
1
]−1
, Qm +Qf criterion
max
j|i∈Rj
λb(|Rj|), Qm/Qf criterion
(26)
where λa(·) and λb(·) are given in Appendix A and B, respectively.
C. Convergence and Overhead
Theorem 1: In the proposed OCF-game with any initial coalitional structure CS0, the network con-
verges to a final coalitional structure CSf within ⌈E/ε⌉ switch operations, where E =
∑
i∈N U(|Ni|)−∑
Ri∈CS0
U(|Ri|) and ε = 2U(N − 1)− U(N)− U(N − 2).
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Proof: For any current coalitional structure CS , the utilities of coalitions Rx and Ry are changed
after switch operation (Rx,Ry) of SU i, while the utilities of the other coalitions remain the same.
For coalition Rx, its size decreases from |Rx| to |Rx| − 1 and its utility decreases from U(|Rx|) to
U(|Rx| − 1). For coalition Ry, its size increases from |Ry| to |Ry| + 1 and its utility increases from
U(|Ry|) to U(|Ry|+ 1). Thus, the social welfare of the new coalitional structure CS ′ is given by:
Υ(CS ′) =Υ(CS)− [U(|Rx|) + U(|Ry|)] + [U(|Rx| − 1) + U(|Ry|+ 1)]
=Υ(CS) + [U(|Ry|+ 1)− U(|Ry|)]− [U(|Rx|)− U(|Rx| − 1)]
=Υ(CS) + φi(|Ry ∪ {i}|)− φi(|Rx|)
>Υ(CS) (27)
Inequality (27) shows that a switch operation always increases the social welfare. Since the payoff function
is a convex decreasing function, as given in (20) and (21), we have Υ(CS ′)−Υ(CS) = φi(|Ry ∪{i}|)−
φi(|Rx|) ≥ φi(N − 1)− φi(N) = 2U(N − 1)−U(N)−U(N − 2). Thus, we have a lower bound of the
marginal increase of social welfare due to a single switch operation ε = 2U(N −1)−U(N)−U(N −2).
Also, the coalition utility is an increasing function, as given in (15), we have an upper bound of social
welfare when each coalition Ri ⊆ Ni reaches its largest size |Ni|, given by
∑
i∈N U(|Ni|). Thus, the
gap of social welfare between CS0 and CSf is limited by the upper bound E =
∑
i∈N U(|Ni|) −∑
Ri∈CS0
U(|Ri|). Therefore, the network must converge within ⌈E/ε⌉ switch operations.
Traditionally, the stability of OCSs is studied by the notion of c-core, in which an OCS is stable if
no subset of players has the motivation to deviate from the current OCS and form new coalitions among
themselves [30]. However, the notion c-core is based on the assumption that the deviators (players who
remove their contribution from some of their coalitions) are untrustworthy and all coalitions should punish
them by giving no payoff to them. In our proposed OCF-game, the players do not exhibit this property.
In contrast, for our game, the deviators will not suffer any punishment. Thus, we need to define new
notions to characterize the stability of the final OCS in the proposed algorithm.
Definition 3: In the proposed OCF-game, OCS CS is switch-stable if there does not exist a switch
operation (Rx,Ry) for any SU i ∈ N as defined in Definition 2.
For the proposed algorithm given in Table I, we directly have:
Lemma 1: The final coalitional structure CSf resulting from the algorithm in Table I is switch-stable.
In general, the final coalitional structure CSf is not the optimal solution. Also, the specific form of
CSf greatly depends on the sequence that the SUs perform switch operations and it is generally not
unique. However, we still have the following proposition.
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Proposition 1: For any given CR network, let CSopt denote the optimal coalitional structure with the
highest social welfare Υ(CSopt), and let CS0 and CSf denote the initial and final coalitional structures
in the proposed overlapping algorithm. We have:
Υ(CSf )
Υ(CSopt) ≥
∑
Ri∈CS0
U(|Ri|)
NU(⌈∑Ri∈CS0 |Ri|/N⌉) . (28)
Proof: Since the utility function U(·) is an increasing concave function, as given in (15) and (16),
the optimal social welfare satisfies:
Υ(CSopt) =
∑
Ri∈CSopt
U(|Ri|) ≤ NU(⌈
∑
Ri∈CSopt
|Ri|/N⌉). (29)
In the proposed overlapping algorithm, as we noted, each SU joins as many coalitions as possible in
the initialization period of the CF stage. Therefore, the initial coalitional structure CS0 has the largest
sum coalition size among all the feasible coalitional structures. Note that a switch operation does not
change the sum size of the involved coalitions. We have:∑
Ri∈CSf
|Ri| =
∑
Ri∈CS0
|Ri| ≥
∑
Ri∈CSopt
|Ri|. (30)
Since U(·) is an increasing function, as given in (15), by substituting (30) into (29), we have:
Υ(CSopt) ≤ NU(⌈
∑
Ri∈CS0
|Ri|/N⌉). (31)
Note that after a switch operation, the social welfare strictly increases. We have:
Υ(CSf ) ≥ Υ(CS0) =
∑
Ri∈CS0
U(|Ri|). (32)
Combining (31) and (32), we have:
Υ(CSf )
Υ(CSopt) ≥
∑
Ri∈CS0
U(|Ri|)
NU(⌈∑Ri∈CS0 |Ri|/N⌉) . (33)
Proposition 1 shows that, in the proposed algorithm, the relative performance of the final coalitional
structure CSf , compared with the optimal coalitional structure, is guaranteed to be above a certain
threshold. This threshold only depends on the initial coalitional structure CS0 given by the initialization
process in the coalition formation stage. For a given CR network, the initialization process generates a
unique coalitional structure CS0. Thus, the threshold is only determined by the network parameters, and
therefore, the relative performance, compared with the optimal solution, is guaranteed.
The overhead required for practically implementing the algorithm in Table I mainly relates to the stage
in which the SUs initialize their states as well as when a switch operation is performed. We assume
an SU’s identity can be represented by τ bits. Note that each coalition corresponds to a particular SU.
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A coalition’s identity also requires τ bits. For the message that SU i leaves or joins coalition Rj , by
ignoring the 1 bit to distinguish “leave” and “join”, we can transmit this message in a packet of 2τ bits.
In the initialization of coalitional structure CS0, each SU i ∈ N receives the information from SU
j 6= i, j ∈ Ri that SU j joins coalition Ri. Thus, the overhead for initialization is given by:
Tinit(CS0) =
∑
Ri∈CS0
2(|Ri| − 1)τ. (34)
For performing a switch operation (Rx,Ry), SU i informs SU x that SU i it wishes to leave coalition
Rx, and informs SU y that it will join coalition Ry. Then, SU x and SU y update their coalition
information by informing their coalition members about SU i’s joining or leaving coalition Rx or Ry.
Thus, the overhead of switch operation (Rx,Ry) is given by:
Tswitch(Rx,Ry) = 4τ + 2τ(|Rx| − 2) + 2τ(|Ry| − 1) = 2τ(|Rx|+ |Ry| − 1). (35)
The coalition size is approximately O(N). Thus, the overhead of the initialization period is O(N2), and
the overhead of a single switch operation is O(N). Note that the network converges within ⌈E/ε⌉ switch
operations, as given by Theorem 1. The worst-case overhead is approximately O(N2) + ⌈E/ε⌉O(N).
V. DCS BASED ON NON-OVERLAPPING COALITION FORMATION GAMES
In this section, we extend the popular non-overlapping CF-game model for cooperative sensing that
is proposed in [29] while considering the power and bandwidth constraints and allowing the utility to
reflect the Qm/Qf criterion as well as the Qm + Qf criterion. Here, we reconsider the CF-game model
with the newly defined coalition utility, and then, we point out its limitations when compared to the more
general OCF-game model of Section IV.
A. Non-overlapping CF-game Model
In the non-overlapping CF-game, the players are also the SUs N = {1, 2, . . . , N} with power resource
PSU and bandwidth resource θSU . The players form disjoint non-overlapping coalitions and the coalitional
structure CS is a partition of N . Each player i ∈ N that belongs to coalition C ⊆ N reports to the
players in the same coalition by contributing power
∑
j 6=i,j∈C(κ0σ
2
u)/(Ad
−µ
i,j ) and bandwidth (|C| − 1)θ0.
Thus, each SU in C can receive the sensing data of all SUs in C, and the utility of coalition C is thus:
V (C) =
∑
i∈C
U(C) = |C| U(|C|), (36)
where U(|C|) is given by (14). Unlike the OCF-game, the coalition in non-overlapping CF-game represents
the sum performance of all its coalition members. To achieve the utility defined in (36), we have the
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optimal threshold vector given by:
Λ(C) =


(λa(|C|), λa(|C|), . . . , λa(|C|))1×|C|, Qm +Qf criterion
(λb(|C|), λb(|C|), . . . , λb(|C|))1×|C|, Qm/Qf criterion
(37)
where λa(·) and λb(·) are given in Appendix A and B, respectively.
The social welfare is also defined as the sum utility of all the coalitions, given by
Ξ(CS) =
∑
C∈CS
|C|U(|C|) =
∑
j∈N|j∈C
U(|C|). (38)
Since U(|C|) reflects the sensing performance of each SU in C, then, the defined social welfare also
reflects the network sensing performance. As similar as the OCF-game model, due to the monotone-
increasing property of U(·), the network performs better as the average coalition size increases. Also,
due to the increasing power cost for joining a larger coalition, the grand coalition may not always form.
We assume that the utility of each coalition is equally distributed to each coalition member, and the
individual payoff of any player i ∈ N is then given by:
Ψi(CS) = ψi(C) = U(|C|), (39)
where i ∈ C and C ∈ CS . Note that the coalitions are completely disjoint and each SU belongs to only
one coalition. The total payoff of an SU is the payoff from the coalition it belongs to. Naturally, the total
payoff of all SUs is equal to the defined social welfare.
Definition 4: The proposed CF-game is defined by the pair (N , V ), where N is the set of players, and
V : 2N → R, given by (36), is the utility function. For any given coalitional structure CS , the individual
payoff of SU i ∈ N is Ψi(CS), given by (39).
Compared with the OCF-game model defined in Definition 1, the non-overlapping CF-game model also
captures the suboptimal solution by the local resource limitations and its newly defined utility function
(36). Moreover, the optimal sensing threshold given by (37) is more practical since the coalitions are
disjoint and each SU belongs to only one coalition. Therefore, the increase of individual payoff, or equally
the increase of social welfare, means an equal increase of the objective functions in (8) and (10).
However, the non-overlapping CF-game model imposes extra limitations on the reporting structure due
to the non-overlapping assumption. From the perspective of an OCF-game, any coalition C in the non-
overlapping CF-game model represents |C| identical coalitions in the OCF-game model Ri, i ∈ C. Thus,
the non-overlapping CF-game model can be seen as a special case of the OCF-game model, in which
the N overlapping coalitions are classified into groups, and in each group, the coalitions are identical to
a coalition consisting of the SUs that these coalitions correspond to. Next, we show the limitation of the
CF-game model via a special case. In Fig. 1, there are three nearby SUs {1, 2, 3} and we assume each
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SU can only report to one SU due to the power and bandwidth constraints. In the OCF-game model, we
can expect the coalitional structure R1 = {1, 3},R2 = {2, 1},R3 = {3, 2} to form. Thus, the sensing
performance of the SUs are respectively given by U(2), U(2), and U(2). In the non-overlapping CF-game
model, the network forms a structure with a two-SU coalition and a singleton, and, thus, the sensing
performance will be given by U(1), U(2) and U(2). Clearly, the result of the OCF-game model strictly
outperforms the non-overlapping CF-game model.
B. Algorithm based on Non-overlapping Coalition Formation
In CF-games, the merge-and-split algorithm is often used to achieve a stable coalitional structure [28],
[29]. In this algorithm, multiple coalitions merge into one larger coalition and a single coalition split into
multiple smaller coalitions, as long as the payoffs of all the involved players are increased. In the proposed
CF-game, each player’s payoff increases with the coalition size, as seen in (39). Thus, the players always
prefer larger coalitions and the merge-and-split algorithm degrades to the merge algorithm where the
coalitions keep merging until the bandwidth or power resource is completely used for some players. The
proposed DCS algorithm based on non-overlapping coalition formation is formally given in Table II.
In the ND stage, we use the same method as in the overlapping case where the SUs within distance
µ
√
(κPSU)/(γ0σ2u) are discovered as the neighbors, the neighbor set of SU i ∈ N is also denoted by Ni.
In the CF stage, we define the merge operation as follows:
Definition 5: Given the coalitional structure CS , a merge operation in CS is defined by a pair (C1, C2)
of two disjoint coalitions that satisfies:∑
j 6=i,j∈C1∪C2
γ0σ
2
u
κd−µi,j
≤ PSU , i ∈ C1 ∪ C2, (40)
(|C1 ∪ C2| − 1)θ0 ≤ θSU , (41)
where any two SUs in C1 and C2 are neighbors, i.e., i ∈ Nj, ∀i, j ∈ C1 ∪ C2.
Suppose each coalition C ⊂ N has a coalition head that has the complete information of all the coalition
members, i.e., Ni, i ∈ C and di,j, i ∈ C, j ∈ Ni. Therefore, the merge operation between two coalitions is
actually performed by the two coalitions heads that represent them. Note that any feasible merge operation
require all the involved players to be neighbors. Any coalition member can be chosen as the coalition
head without missing any feasible merge operations. For the coalition formed by a merge operation, the
coalition head is randomly chosen from the two original coalitions heads. For practical reasons, each
coalition head maintains a tag parameter for each of its neighboring coalition heads. Formally, for any
two neighboring heads i and j of coalitions C1 and C2, tags ti,j = 0 and tj,i = 0 represents that a merge
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TABLE II
DCS ALGORITHM BASED ON NON-OVERLAPPING COALITION FORMATION
Neighbor Discovery Stage
Each SU i ∈ N discovers the SUs within distance µ
√
(κPSU )/(γ0σ2u), the set of which is denoted by Ni, and also
the distance di,j for any neighbor j ∈ Ni.
Coalition Formation Stage
1: CS ← {{1}, {2}, . . . , {N}} % each SU forms a singleton
2: ti,j ← 1, i ∈ N , j ∈ Ni % each SU maintains a tag corresponding to a neighbor coalition head
3: while SU i ∈ C has a tag ti,j = 1 do
4: SU i sends SU j the complete information of coalition C.
5: SU j ∈ C′ computes if (C, C′) is a merge operation as defined in Definition 5.
6: if (C, C′) is a merge operation then
7: % C and C′ merge into C ∪ C′ with coalition head j.
8: SU j informs SUs k ∈ C that SUs in C′ join their coalition C, and sets tags tj,k ← 0.
9: SUs k ∈ C update their coalition information and set all their tags to zero.
10: SU j informs SUs k 6= j, k ∈ C′ that SUs in C join their coalition C′, and sets tags tj,k ← 0.
11: SUs k 6= j, k ∈ C′ update their coalition information and set all their tags to zero.
12: else
13: SU j informs SU i that the trying (C, C′) fails, and sets tag tj,i ← 0.
14: SU i sets its tag ti,j ← 0.
15: end if
16: end while
17: CSf ← CS % final coalitional structure
Threshold Decision Stage
For any SU i ∈ N , the local sensing threshold λi is determined by (42) with the current coalitional structure CSf .
operation (C1, C2) is not feasible. A coalition head only tries the merge operations with nonzero tags. If
an SU is no longer a coalition head, the corresponding tags are deleted.
In the TD stage, the optimal threshold vector Λ(C) for any coalition C ∈ CSf is given by (37),
where CSf is the final coalition structure given by the CF stage. Thus, the local sensing threshold of SU
i ∈ C, C ∈ CSf is formally given by:
λi =


λa(|C|), Qm +Qf criterion
λb(|C|). Qm/Qf criterion
(42)
where λa(·) and λb(·) are given in Appendix A and B, respectively.
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C. Convergence and Overhead
The convergence of the non-overlapping coalition formation algorithm is a direct result of the defined
merge rule, and follows directly from known results such as [11], [28], [29]. Actually, we can expect
the algorithm to converge within N merge operations, since each merge operation will decrease the
number of coalitions by 1. In the proposed algorithm in Table II, the main source of overhead pertains
to the case when a coalition tries to merge with another coalition and transmits the complete coalition
information. If the merge operation is feasible and actually executed, the new coalition head updates
coalition information with additional overhead, and the “retired” coalition head informs its original
members about its “retirement” with 1 bit information. If the merge operation is not feasible, only
the 1 bit fail information is transmitted. Here, we also assume an SU’s identity requires τ bits and ignore
the 1 bit information. Note that in the CF-game model, each SU belongs to one and only one coalition.
The information that SU i joins coalition C received by SU j ∈ C can be represented by the identity of
SU i without causing any ambiguity.
The complete information of coalition C includes the information of each coalition member i ∈ C,
which consists of SU i itself, all its neighbors in Ni and the corresponding distances di,j, j ∈ Ni. We
simply assume a distance requires τ bits. Thus, the complete information of coalition C is given by:
Ttry(C) =
∑
i∈C
(2|Ni|+ 1). (43)
In merge operation (C, C′), coalition head j ∈ C′ becomes the head of the merged coalition C ∪C′, and
then, it informs the SUs in C about the joining of the SUs in C′, as well as the SUs in C′ (except for
itself) about the joining of the SUs in C. Thus, the overhead of merge operation (C, C′) is given by:
Tmerge(C, C′) = |C| × |C′|+ (|C′| − 1)× |C| = (2|C′| − 1)|C|τ. (44)
where SU i and SU j are coalition heads of coalitions C and C′, respectively.
Ttry(C) is O(N2), and Tmerge(C, C′) is O(N2). In Table II, in each attempt for a merge operation, at
least one tag parameter is set to zero. Thus, the network converges within N2 attempts, and the total
overhead of trying is less than O(N4). Also, the network converges within N merge operations. Thus,
the overhead of merge operations is O(N3). Therefore, the total overhead is less than O(N4).
VI. PRACTICAL ISSUES
In the considered DCS problem, in order to simplify our discussion and calculation, some of the
practical issues are not considered. In this section, we discuss how these practical issues may effect our
proposal and how we can extend our model to involve these factors.
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The utility function is the fundamental characterization of an OCF-game. In the proposed OCF-game,
the utility function U(Ri) precisely represents the sensing performance of SU i in both the Qm + Qf
and Qm/Qf criteria, as seen in (14). Due to the increasing monotony and concavity of U(Ri), the social
welfare is guaranteed to be increased by each switch operation, and thus, the system sensing performance
is always increasing until the network converges to a switch-stable outcome. In fact, as long as U(Ri)
is defined as the best sensing performance we can achieve from this coalition, we can easily understand
that any extra data only increases the coalition utility and the marginal improvement only decreases with
the coalition size, i.e., U(Ri) is monotone increasing and concave.
In the system model, we assume that the PU is far away from the SUs, so that the received SNRs
are the same for all SUs. However, we can replace the common received SNR γ with γi for each SU
i, so as to consider small-scale scenarios in which the SUs have different distances to the PU. As we
noted, U(Ri) is still monotone increasing and concave, and thus, our proposed algorithm can still work
effectively, only that the calculation becomes more complex. For similar reasons, we can also extend our
model to involve more practical concerns, such as more sophisticated fusion rules as in consensus-based
algorithms [16], the spatial correlation between SUs [21], [22], the mobility of PUs [23], the non-idealness
of the report channel [24], and even the location and time diversities of SUs in spectrum-heterogeneous
systems [17]–[20]. For each practical issue, the utility function U(Ri) should be redefined to reflect
such concern, but still should present the best sensing performance we can achieve for SU i. Note that
these practical issues may complicate the utility function, and we may need to simplify U(Ri) to reduce
the computational complexity. However, no matter how we define U(Ri), the properties of increasing
monotony and concavity should always be guaranteed.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
For our simulations, we consider a network in which the SUs are randomly distributed within a
10km×10km square area and the PU is D = 150km away from the square center. The path loss parameters
are κ = 1 and µ = 3, and the noise power is σ2u = −90dBm. The PU transmit power σ2s is set in such
a way that the average received SNR at the SUs is γ = −15dB, and the number of samples at each
SU is set to Ns = 10000. For the power and bandwidth constraints, the minimum received SNR and
minimum time-frequency resource for transmitting 1 bit are set to γ0 = 0dB and θ0 = 1, respectively.
In the Qm/Qf criterion, the maximum false alarm constraint is set to α = 0.1, as recommended by the
IEEE 802.22 standard [34]. The remaining parameters are varied within given ranges so as to evaluate
the performance of different algorithms under different conditions. All statistical results are averaged over
the random locations of the SUs via a large number of independent runs.
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Fig. 4. Snapshots of the coalitional structures resulting from both the non-overlapping and overlapping algorithms in a 5-SU network with
power constraint PSU = 100mW and bandwidth constraint θSU = 10.
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Fig. 5. Network sensing performance as a function of the number of SUs N with power constraint PSU = 100mW and bandwidth
constraint θSU = 10 in both criteria. The false alarm constraint in the Qm/Qf criterion is α = 0.1.
A. Comparison of DCS algorithms
In Fig. 4, we show the snapshots of coalitional structures of both the non-overlapping and overlapping
algorithms in a 5-SU network. The power and bandwidth constraints are set to PSU = 100mW and
θSU = 10. As we see, in the non-overlapping algorithm, the SUs form a 3-coalition non-overlapping
structure C1 = {2}, C2 = {1, 4}, C3 = {3, 5}, and each SU reports to the SUs in the same coalition.
While, in the overlapping algorithm, the SUs form a 5-coalition overlapping structure R1 = {1, 2},R2 =
{1, 2, 4},R3 = {3, 5},R4 = {2, 4},R5 = {3, 5}, and in each coalition, all the members report to the
particular SU that the coalition corresponds to.
In Fig. 5, we show the network sensing performance as a function of the network size N in both
the Qm + Qf and Qm/Qf criteria. The power and bandwidth constraints are set as PSU = 100mW and
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Fig. 6. Average coalition size as a function of the number of SUs N with power constraint PSU = 100mW and bandwidth constraint
θSU = 10 in either criteria.
θSU = 10. It shows that, for both criteria, the proposed cooperative algorithms outperform the local
spectrum sensing, and their cooperative gains increase with the network size. Also, the overlapping DCS
outperforms the non-overlapping DCS in all cases, and the gap between them increases with the network
size. When the network is sparse, both cooperative algorithms have similar performance. While, when
the network is dense (N = 50), the total error probability (Qm + Qf criterion) is reduced from 0.04
to 0.01, which is 25%, and the missed detection probability (Qm/Qf criterion) is reduced from 0.005
to 0.001, which is 20%. As the network becomes denser, each SU can cooperate with more neighbors
with the same power and bandwidth resources, and thus, the average coalition size increases. In both
Sections IV and V, the network sensing performance is represented by the social welfare, which increases
with the average coalition size. Therefore, the increasing network size can improve the network sensing
performance by increasing the average coalition size, as seen in Fig. 5.
In Fig. 6, we show the average coalition size as a function of network size N resulting from both
proposed algorithms. It clearly shows that the overlapping DCS achieves a much larger coalition size
than the non-overlapping DCS, which explains the performance gap as seen in Fig. 5. In general, the
overlapping structure provides the SUs with more flexibility on the distribution of their local resources,
which encourages them to cooperate with more neighbors, and thus, increases the average coalitions
size and improves the network sensing performance. Fig. 6 shows that the average coalition size for
the overlapping case reaches a maximum of 11 for a network with N = 50 SUs, while that for the
non-overlapping case does not exceed 4.
In Fig. 7, we show the probability density functions of coalition size per SU for both proposed
algorithms. It shows that in the non-overlapping algorithm, the coalitions with sizes 2, 3, 4 occupy about
80% of all coalitions, while in the overlapping algorithm, coalitions with sizes 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 occupy the
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Fig. 7. Probability density function of coalition size per SU for networks with N = 30 SUs, power constraint PSU = 100mW and
bandwidth constraint θSU = 10 in either criteria.
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Fig. 8. Network sensing performance as a function of the total bandwidth of each SU θSU with network size N = 30. The false alarm
constraint in the Qm/Qf criterion is α = 0.1.
same percentage. This is in line with the result in Fig. 6 which shows that the overlapping algorithm forms
larger coalitions. In addition, this also implies that the variance of the sizes of the coalitions resulting
from the overlapping algorithm exceeds those resulting from the non-overlapping algorithm. Thus, the
SUs in the overlapping algorithm have a wider range of sensing performance.
B. Power and Bandwidth Constraints
Figs. 8 and 9 show the network sensing performance as a function of the bandwidth θSU and the power
PSU , respectively. In Fig. 8, we show the curves of infinite power (PSU =∞) and limited power (PSU =
60mW) for each algorithm in each criterion. The gap between the two curves represents the corresponding
performance decrease due to the power constraint. As similar to Fig. 8, we show performance decrease
due to the bandwidth constraint in Fig. 9, by showing the curves of infinite bandwidth (θSU = ∞) and
limited bandwidth (θSU = 2). Fig. 8 (Fig. 9) clearly shows that the curves of infinite power (bandwidth)
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Fig. 9. Network sensing performance as a function of the total power of each SU PSU with network size N = 30. The false alarm
constraint in the Qm/Qf criterion is α = 0.1.
decrease as the bandwidth (power) resource increases, while the curves of limited power (bandwidth)
flatten out once the bandwidth (power) resource exceeds a certain threshold. Thus, the gap due to the
power (bandwidth) constraint increases with the bandwidth (power) resource. In the Qm +Qf criterion,
when the bandwidth (power) is sufficient θSU = 10 (PSU = 100mW), the power (bandwidth) constraint
increases the total error probability from 0.01 (0.044) to 0.05 (0.052) of the non-overlapping algorithm,
and from 0.008 (0.02) to 0.02 (0.04) of the overlapping algorithm. In the Qm/Qf criterion, when the
bandwidth (power) is sufficient θSU = 10 (PSU = 100mW), the power (bandwidth) constraint increases
the missed detection probability from 0.001 (0.006) to 0.007 (0.008) of the non-overlapping algorithm,
and from 0.001 (0.002) to 0.003 (0.005) of the overlapping algorithm.
The behavior of the curves shown in Figs. 8 and 9 can be explained as follows. As previously noted,
the network sensing performance is mainly determined by the average coalition size, which in general
is limited by both power and bandwidth constraints. If the power (bandwidth) is infinite, the bandwidth
(power) becomes the only limitation and the performance monotonously improves with the increasing
bandwidth (power), as seen in the curves of infinite power (bandwidth) in Fig. 8 (Fig. 9). If the power
(bandwidth) is limited, it will become the major limitation when the bandwidth (power) is sufficiently
large, and even if we keep increasing the bandwidth (power) resource, the performance keeps stationary,
as we see in the curves of limited power (bandwidth) in Fig. 8 (Fig. 9). Therefore, the gap due to the
power (bandwidth) constraint increases with the bandwidth (power) resource, as seen in Fig. 8 (Fig. 9).
In Fig. 10, we show the average resource utilization as a function of the number of SUs N for both
bandwidth and power resources. When the network is dense (N = 50), 90% power and 90% bandwidth
are utilized by the overlapping algorithm, while only 50% power and 25% bandwidth are utilized by the
non-overlapping algorithm. As we noted, the overlapping structure provides the SUs with more flexibility
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Fig. 10. Average resource utilization as a function of the number of SUs N with power constraint PSU = 100mW and bandwidth constraint
θSU = 10 in either criteria. The false alarm constraint in the Qm/Qf criterion is α = 0.1.
on the distribution of local resources, which enables them to contribute more resources, and thus, increases
the power and bandwidth utilizations, as seen in Fig. 10. The higher resource utilization of the overlapping
algorithm increases the average coalition size, and thus, improves the network sensing performance, as
seen in Figs. 5 and 6.
C. Convergence, Overhead, and Complexity
In Fig. 11, we show the network sensing performance as a function of the maximum overhead for each
algorithm in each criterion for networks with N = 30 SUs. For both the proposed algorithms, we can
see that the network sensing performance improves fast as the SUs begin to exchange information, and
then converges steadily to a final value. For the overlapping algorithm, 90% improvement of the network
sensing performance is obtained within the first 300τ bits, while for the non-overlapping algorithm, it
takes 4000τ bits to achieve the same percentage.
In Fig. 12, we show the overhead as a function of the number of SUs N for each algorithm. In
this figure, we can see that the overhead of the overlapping algorithm is only about 20% of the non-
overlapping algorithm, though the overlapping algorithm outperforms the non-overlapping algorithm in
terms of network sensing performance as previously shown. In the non-overlapping algorithm, the basic
operation involves the complete information of two coalitions, and the overhead is produced to check the
feasibility of merge operations, as seen in (43), even if the operation is not feasible. In the overlapping
DCS, the feasibility of switch operation can be locally checked by the SU performing it, and no overhead
is produced if the operation is not feasible. Therefore, the overlapping DCS needs less overhead than the
non-overlapping DCS.
In Fig. 13, we show the number of sensing reports as a function of the number of SUs N for each
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Fig. 11. Network sensing performance as a function of the algorithm overhead with network size N = 30, power constraint PSU = 100mW
and bandwidth constraint θSU = 10 in both criteria. The false alarm constraint in the Qm/Qf criterion is α = 0.1
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Fig. 12. Average overhead as a function of the number of SUs N with power constraint PSU = 100mW and bandwidth constraint
θSU = 10.
algorithm. We see that the overlapping algorithm only needs 90% sensing reports compared to the non-
overlapping algorithm, which implies a lower system complexity for the cooperative sensing process. In
the non-overlapping approach, an SU joins only one coalition, but it must report to all the members in
this coalition. In the overlapping approach, although an SU may join multiple coalitions, it only needs
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Fig. 13. Number of sensing reports as a function of the number of SUs N with power constraint PSU = 100mW and bandwidth constraint
θSU = 10.
to report to one SU for each coalition it joins, i.e., report to i ∈ N for joining coalition Ri. Therefore,
the overlapping approach, in which some SUs join multiple coalitions, does not necessarily imply an
increase in system complexity.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a novel approach for distributed cooperative sensing (DCS) with
strict power and bandwidth constraints, in which the secondary users can form overlapping coalitions to
optimize their spectrum sensing performance. In each coalition, a particular secondary combines the local
sensing data from other coalition members and make a cooperative decision. The proposed algorithm is
proved to converge to a stable outcome within finite iterations. Simulation results show that the proposed
overlapping algorithm yields significant performance improvements, decreasing the total error probability
up to 25% in the Qm+Qf criterion, the missed detection probability up to 20% in the Qm/Qf criterion,
the overhead up to 80%, and the total report number up to 10%, compared with the state-of-the-art
non-overlapping algorithm.
APPENDIX A
OPTIMAL THRESHOLD IN THE Qm +Qf CRITERION
By substituting (2), (3) and ki = |Ri| into (6) and (7), and then substituting (6), (7) and Λ(Ri) =
(λ, λ, . . . , λ)1×|Ri| into (12), the utility function of the Qm +Qf criterion is given as:
U(Ri) = 1−min
λ
{[
Q
(
(λ− 1)
√
Ns
)]|Ri| − [Q(( λ
1 + γ
− 1
)√
Ns
)]|Ri|}
. (45)
The optimal λa is the zero point of the first first-order derivative, and thus, it satisfies:
∂
∂λa
[
Q
((
λa
1 + γ
− 1
)√
Ns
)]|Ri|
=
∂
∂λa
[
Q
(
(λa − 1)
√
Ns
)]|Ri|
. (46)
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By substituting Q′(x) = exp (−x2/2)/√2pi, we have:
 Q ((λa − 1)√Ns)
Q
((
λa
1+γ
− 1
)√
Ns
)


|Ri|−1
− 1
1 + γ
exp
{
Ns
2
[
(λa − 1)2 −
(
λa
1 + γ
− 1
)2]}
= 0. (47)
Using (47), the optimal threshold of the Qm + Qf criterion can be evaluated numerically, denoted by
λa(|Ri|). Note that the solution is only decided by the coalition size |Ri|.
By substituting λ = λa(|Ri|) into (45), the utility function in (12) for the Qm + Qf criterion is also
only determined by the coalition size |Ri|, given by:
fa(|Ri|) = 1−
[
Q
(
(λa(|Ri|)− 1)
√
Ns
)]|Ri|
+
[
Q
((
λa(|Ri|)
1 + γ
− 1
)√
Ns
)]|Ri|
. (48)
APPENDIX B
OPTIMAL THRESHOLD IN THE Qm/Qf CRITERION
By substituting (2), (3) and ki = |Ri| into (6) and (7), and then substituting (6), (7) and Λ(Ri) =
(λ, λ, . . . , λ)1×|Ri| into (12), the utility function of the Qm/Qf criterion is given as:
U(Ri) = max
λ
[
Q
((
λ
1 + γ
− 1
)√
Ns
)]|Ri|
(49a)
s.t.
[
Q
(
(λ− 1)
√
Ns
)]|Ri| ≤ α. (49b)
Note that Q(x) is a decreasing function with its value between 0 and 1. We can solve the constraint
inequality as:
λ ≥ λmin = 1 +
Q−1 (α1/|Ri|)√
Ns
. (50)
Also, since Q(x) is a decreasing function, the optimal threshold λb is the minimal value λmin, given by:
λb(|Ri|) = 1 +
Q−1 (α1/|Ri|)√
Ns
. (51)
By substituting λ = λb(|Ri|) into the objective function, we have the utility function in (12) for the
Qm/Qf criterion:
fb(|Ri|) =
[
Q
(
1
1 + γ
(
Q−1 (α1/|Ri|)− γ√Ns)
)]|Ri|
. (52)
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